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FROM THE SPARE BEDROOM.

 On behalf of the Chairman and committee of the Fire Heritage Net work U. K. I would like
to wish all members a Merry Christmas and Happy and Prosperous New Year. We can only
hope that the world will become an happier and peaceful place, where some of the horrific
things that have happened in 2015 no longer occur. Wishful thinking maybe but it could
happen.

Keep an eye on the website for news of fire service related happenings and submit your
events to the Webmaster for that extra bit of publicity. Also do not forget to tell your
members that this magazine is available on the site a month after the paper edition comes
out. I know a lot of people like to keep a good thing to themselves but put the word out and
let others know about us.

I am compiling this magazine on the second to last day of November, in readiness for the
December deadline. Tomorrow I am taking my “pump” in for service, It requires a few little
tweaks, one of the problems is the valves are not opening in unison and they are slushing
fluid backwards and forwards intermittently. To help with this problem University Hospital
Coventry and Warwickshire are going to fit a Pacemaker/Defibrillator to bring it back to
normal condition. Just like garages give you the runaround, the NHS have messed me about
and told little untruths about waiting times and admissions. At least I am there now.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Congratulations.
Our latest member arrived safe and well on

7th November at 6-40am

WEIGHING IN AT 7lb 9oz



MITCHELL AND BUTLERS FIRST MOTOR FIRE ENGINE 1911.

SEE NIGEL CROMPTON’S ARTICLE.

MITCHELLS AND BUTLERS VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE.



BOOK REVIEWS by Bob Bonner.

BROTHERS IN ARMS

Canadian Firefighters in England in the Second World War
John Leete and Brian Berringer (Amberley ISBN 978 1 4456 4825 5); paperback £15.99

This new book deals with one of those recurring topics of interest in the history of Britain’s wartime
firefighting – the Corps of Canadian Firefighters, who were sent across to the UK to assist our
hard-pressed NFS crews. After training in British methods, these volunteers were posted to the
Portsmouth, Southampton, Plymouth and Bristol areas, some also being assigned to No.6
Overseas Column.
With a foreword by Hampshire’s Chief Officer, Dave Curry, the book devotes several pages to the
development and organisation of wartime fire defences, beginning with World War I and continuing
through the 1920s and 30s to the introduction of ARP measures and the formation of the Auxiliary
Fire Service. Unfortunately, my copy was mis-bound, having a complete chapter missing and one
other chapter printed twice, so I cannot be sure how long this background material continued.
When it does eventually get to the meat, the story is well-told and readable.
Unfortunately, the book is somewhat let down by some uninformed and simplified captions, the
positioning of many also being a bit frustrating. There is much “padding” in the illustrations, with
some material being repeated, the use of many family snapshots (tiny) and pictures of places the
men left behind in Canada. The inclusion of a country scene in Devon is pushing it a bit. However,
there are still some excellent images and the whole book tackles a fascinating subject in a well-
researched and sympathetic manner.
RFB



DENNIS FIRE ENGINES

Barry Hutchison (Amberley ISBN 978 1 4456 4607 7); paperback £14.99

The author, “Doctor Barry,” will be well-known to many readers for his pedigree as a top
restoration specialist and for his long-standing interest in all matters Dennis. It is clear the writer
sets out to chronicle all the technical developments which kept Dennis at the top of their game for
many decades and Barry’s understanding of engineering detail certainly comes across.
Beginning with the first Dennis fire engines of 1908, the book takes us up to the Rapier and
Dagger days and the Company’s eventual withdrawal from the scene, still a matter of regret for
Many.

Sadly, the now-familiar (and slightly tedious) Amberley formula of “two-pictures-per-page” fails to
do justice to this important subject and somewhat diminishes the author’s noble efforts. I would
like to have seen lots more genuine archive photos and “in service” shots in the book, there are far
too many pictures of preserved fire engines parked on grass.
I believe that the definitive Dennis fire appliance book has yet to be written and that this is still not
the one. The author’s love of the subject and his insight into some of the more technical aspects
carries the book along however and we should still all have one on our shelves. Nice to see some
fellow networkers’ names on the acknowledgement page.
(Where were my beloved Manchester F18’s Barry ??!!)
RFB



PUZZLE TIME?

I was recently reading a copy of the house magazine of the Light Car & Edwardian Section of
the Veteran Car Club, when I came across an article about an old trophy that they used as
an award. It appears that this trophy came into the hands of the LC&ES and they decided to
put it to use as it was too good not to. They have no idea from where it originated or to
whom it may have been presented and they have had it for some years.

It has the inscription “Challenge Cup for Steam Fire Engine Drill”, Presented by a Well
Wisher, 27th August 1913”. On the other face for some reason it is inscribed “1922 Motor
Fire Engine Drill”. There are also marks on the base which might help to identify it. Have a
good look and if you have any idea of it’s origin, please get in touch. The Light Car people
would love to know





NETWORKING IN OPERATION.
Information sent to me from Bob Wright of the Scottish Fire Heritage Group, Glasgow.

On Saturday I received an email from an old friend and member of the Fire Mark Circle, Russell McLean
(we grew up together in the old North-West Fire Station in Glasgow!) informing me that fire service artefacts
belonging to the family of the late Deputy Firemaster Peter McGill, are due to come under the hammer at an
auction on Thursday 12th November in Edinburgh.

Among the items due to auctioned are:- Elizabeth II George Medal (in it's original box); Queen's Fire Service
Medal for Outstanding Service, Glasgow Corporation Medal for Bravery with three bars; 1958 (for rescuing
men trapped in a ship undergoing hull reconstruction at the Govan Dry-Docks after a violent explosion had
occured onboard the Cruiser HMS Blake on 10th September 1957); 1961 (for bravery at the Cheapside Street
Whisky Bond Fire of 28th March 1960); and 1972 (for bravery performed at a fire at Kilbirnie Street on 25th
August 1972) together with certificates for each bar. Also included, a mounted bar of five medals including
Fire Brigade Long Service medal, WWII War Medal, Defence Medal, Burma Star and 1939-1945 Star and
Deputy Firemaster McGill's Glasgow Fire Service helmet and jacket. The reserve price put on this collection
is £5,000 - £6,000.

On Sunday, after the Remembrance Day Parade, I was able to have a word with Chief Officer Alasdair Hay
at Calton Fire Station and informed him of the forthcoming auction. Mr Hay thanked me for bringing this to
his attention and agreed it was vitally important to ensure the collection was saved and would explore the
possibilities of securing funding to save this extremely important piece of Glasgow Fire Service history.
There are now efforts underway to try and raise the cash to save the collection.

I have also attached a photograph from my collection, of Deputy Firemaster McGill directing operations at
the Maryhill Road Fire on Saturday 18th November 1972. He is the tallest figure in the photograph!
Incidentally, the person standing at the door of the Water Tender Escape, was my Leading Fireman, Andy
Clubb, who was later injured at the fire when a substantial part of the building collapsed. Such were the
injuries he sustained that day, he was invalided out of the service.

Mentioned in the auction lot description is an incident which occurred on 10th September 1957 at the Govan
Dry-docks in Glasgow involving HMS Blake. I have also attached some information on this incident for your
perusal.  (See article, in later pages. Editor).



The result of this information being passed onto the brigade is noted below.

"As per the email from REA member Bob Wright and recent enquiries I have had from
members about this forthcoming auction and possible loss to us all of the medals and
awards to Peter McGill I can now let you know the latest in the saga.

Senior Management were informed, talks were held and contact with Peter’s daughter was
made from members of the SFRS REA Heritage Committee.
After personal and considerate discussion a private deal was made by the Heritage
Committee and Peter’s daughter that led to the medals being withdrawn from the auction.

They are now in the possession of SFRS at West HQ in Hamilton and a private meeting will
take place to invite Peter’s daughter and family to a small lunch and medal presentation.
Hopefully an article is to follow in the next issue of Off the Run – but suffice to say that the
medals and all that they portray about Peter McGill and Fire Service bravery will be held by
ourselves and not fall into the hands of private collectors for personal gain."

Result or what?



A. G.M.

Grays, Essex. November 2015.

All member groups will have received a copy of the AGM minutes from Bob Bonner via e-
mail, the following is a selection of highlights from that report.

As usual we were treated to the usual two days of interesting speakers and visits. On the
Saturday the normal high standard of speakers came forward and passed on their knowledge
and expertise, giving food for thought to all delegates. For me, one of the main topics of
interest was to hear what it was hoped would lie ahead for the Fire Service Museum Trust.
They have gone through turbulent times and I suspect the future will be no easier, I do not
envy the task faced by Neil Wallington.

On Sunday we travelled by “Bristol”, double deck bus to Essex brigade headquarters to see
their new control room and facilities. A picture of the control can be seen below, the video
wall is not working to full specification as yet but no doubt they will get it right soon. From
there we moved on to the Museum of Power, a small but interesting museum where we were
treated to seeing the magnificent Lilleshall Triple Expansion Engine running, albeit being
powered by electric motor.

I must congratulate Roger Pickett and his team for organising a full and interesting weekend.
Having done this sort of thing myself, I know that the tea and refreshments do not make
themselves and all of the things that went on happened smoothly for delegates without
incident, well done folks! Looking forward to Sheffield.

Phil Consadine.



AGM RESUME.

After being transported from the Park Inn by a superbly preserved 1965 Leyland double-deck bus,
formerly
of Southend-on-Sea Corporation, delegates were welcomed to Essex Fire and Rescue Service by SDO
Julian Ashley. Essex Fire Museum is an official “Brigade Museum” and the strong level of support for the
Museum from the Authority was evident. The opportunities for public relations and community contact,
particularly those “hard-to-reach” groups, which such a facility presents, are immense and this is
obviously
well understood in Essex.

SPEAKER: Roger Pickett, Assistant Curator, Essex Fire Museum :
“Introduction to Essex Fire Museum”
Roger began by explaining his lifelong passion for the service, particularly in the Grays area. He recalled
being a small boy in 1954, and attending the official opening of Grays Fire Station, on which site the
Museum is presently located, as well as being impressed by a gleaming Dennis F12 pump escape
appliance, now proudly owned by Roger, and undoubtedly the star of the collection. The Museum was
opened in 2007, the result of a lot of hard work by the volunteers and total support of the Brigade. It
occupies a former AFS garage at the rear of Grays fire station and tells the story of the local authority and
industrial brigades in the county of Essex. School visits are an important role, as well as attending
outreach visits and events.

SPEAKER: Jonathan Catton, Grays Local History Society :
“What is Thurrock ?Bizarre local heritage facts”
Jonathan was giving his last public presentation before retiring as Heritage and Museums Officer for
Thurrock Council, which includes Grays. Going right back to earliest times, Jonathan set the tone for his
talk by explaining that the word Thurrock was defined as both “the bottom of a boat” and “a dung heap in
a field.” There followed a fascinating and assorted collection of little-known facts, with local connections
to the Peasant’s Revolt, Count Dracula, references in literature and on film etc., too numerous to list, but
nevertheless totally absorbing.

SPEAKER: Jane Rugg and Elena Lewendon, Curator and Assistant Curator, London Fire Brigade
Museum :
“Fire Museums - the “Top Ten Tips” for survival”
Having recently gone through a significant and testing period in the life of the LFB Museum, which has
seen threats to close and high-level campaigning to save the collection before the final decision to relocate
it was announced this year, Jane and Elena were well-placed to pass on some of the lessons and
experiences they had learnt when defending Museums in these difficult times. The curators chose a “top
ten” formula to highlight the more important areas we should all be paying attention to, namely Counting
visitors numbers (including those turned away), Conservation, Collections Policies, Accessioning,
Access, AudienceDevelopment (through simple evaluation methods), Linking and Networking, Volunteer
management, Education and Museum Accreditation.
Jane and Elena then provided an update on the LFBM situation, referring to the recent announcement that
the Authority had agreed that the Museum can be relocated in the former Lambeth Headquarters on
Albert
Embankment. The 1937 listed structure will be sold for redevelopment with the proviso that a fire station
and a brigade museum must be provided as part of the scheme. It is anticipated that it could take five
years before the relocated museum is ready to re-open and the period in between will be taken up with
packing,
conservation and planning, although access will be maintained through temporary exhibitions and
outreach
where possible. This welcome development will no doubt be keenly followed by colleagues.



SPEAKER: Neil Wallington, Chairman, Fire Services National Museum Trust
“Fireworld – the future”

In a keenly-awaited presentation, Neil detailed the long road which had been travelled since the setting up of
the Trust in 1979, the building of the collection, and the various premises which had been occupied, starting
in Grantham, before settling at Weedon in 1996 for what was always believed would be the permanent
home of the national collection. A partnership with a developer was to have seen the historic, former
military site near Daventy transformed into an out-of-town retail and leisure facility with the “Fireworld”
museum a key feature. Despite successful planning consent, the intervention of English Heritage led to
spiralling costs and growing frustration from both the developer and the Trust. Then came the recession and
prospective retail partners began to pull out, leading to the site being sold off again and the collection in an
untenable position.
During this time, the collection had continued to grow, with a thriving voluntary Friends group workinghard
to prepare the appliances and objects for eventual display. But, with demands for rent and other increasing
liabilities, the Trust was forced to reduce the size of the collection to guarantee survival. As 2015 draws to a
close, it is still not clear how long the collection will be able to remain on the Weedon site.
As the re-appointed Chairman, Neil has been working very hard behind the scenes to locate and negotiate
possible new sites for Fireworld and there is now light at the end of the tunnel at last. A site near to
Northampton has been identified as having serious potential and plans are now under way for its
development as a national fire museum.
The proposal is for a main exhibition hall holding around 20 appliances, outside demonstration areas a “live
fire” experience and other exciting features. Inevitably the fleet will need to be downsized yet further. Costs
will be defrayed through the selling of training facilities, an area in which Neil has considerable experience.
Again, Network colleagues will be watching this situation with great anticipation in the coming years.

SPEAKER: Andrea MacAlister, Museum Manager, Essex Fire and Rescue Service :
“An oral history project and its funding”

Andrea’s talk was much broader than the title suggests, and described the business approach applied in
Essex, complementing the curatorial aspects and, together, ensuring the success of Essex Fire Museum. This
included the development of the “EFM” brand,” and a positive attitude towards marketing, promotion and
advertising. Audience development is a key aspect and the whole effort is justified through the Museum
having a community safety role “at its heart.” Full use is made of social media and services such as Trip
Advisor. The oral history project was tackled in the same business-like way, with external funding secured
by demonstrating a sound case.

SPEAKER: Dave Rogers, Project Manager, Massey Shaw Education Trust :

“Massey Shaw – the Story So Far”
As a regular contributor to Networking events and publications, Dave was well-known to delegates, whilst
the fortunes of Britain’s most famous fireboat have been keenly followed over recent years. The story of the
vessel’s restoration and conversion to a floating museum and education centre is also one of negotiating the
funding jungle and of understanding the adaptability and flexibility required to secure grants, despite some
very real frustrations at times. The project began in 2007 and an approach to the Heritage Lottery Fund for
funding was accepted the following year. Work started in 2009 and it would be true to say that the
conditions and pressures applied by a major funder can, at times, be challenging. For instance, a change in
the conservation requirements meant that the plates now had to be riveted -3,500 of them no less – leading
to increased costs and the need for a second funding bid. Other conservation constraints meant a search for
the correct specification of teak (found in Norway), but the selection of a Gloucester marine specialist to
carry out the work proved to be successful. The “Massey”was finally refloated in 2013 at West India Dock
and is now an accredited museum. Retention of some sections of the original planking (and various dents in
the hull) adds character and enables stories from the vessel’s life to be told effectively.





SPEAKER: Gary Wragg, Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service Heritage Collection :
“The Redbourne Manual”

Gary brought us all up to date on the story of the 1831 Hadley, Simpkin and Lott manual pump,
“rediscovered” in its village engine house by the Parish Council of Redbourne in Lincolnshire. The PC had
contacted FHNUK for advice, and a “networking” task force swung into action. Local EC member, Steve
Shirley, made contact on our behalf and carried out an initial survey of the appliance, as well as ascertaining
from the Council what their intentions were (they did not know either). As an experienced road transport
conservator and curator, Gary’s expertise was requested and a trip to Redbourne was found to be necessary.
What Gary found, and his recommendations for dealing with the problems encountered, were the subject of
this illustrated presentation. Woodworm, shrunken timbers, flaking paintwork and the detrimental effects of
variable environmental conditions and neglect, presented a sorry picture, but the appliance was deemed
“saveable.” Gary eventually submitted a 40-page conservation plan to the Parish Council, and we all hope
that the advice is taken up soon.

SPEAKER : Nigel Crompton, (Nigel Crompton Associates) :
“The Fire Brigade Goes to War”

Nigel gave a fascinating and eye-opening illustrated presentation, detailing the role of firefighters during the
First World War. Although not having the profile of WWII (in fire service terms, thanks to the 1940s air
raids) there were nevertheless some amazing stories told by Nigel, not least the numerous – and often
devastating – munitions factory fires and explosions, and the work of military firefighters overseas. Nigel
grabbed our attention at the start with a shot of Archduke Ferdinand’s official motorcade through Sarajevo,
taken just before the assassination which (as we were always taught) was the start of it all. Nigel knew better
as shown by some fascinating evidence. Many of Nigel’s illustrations of early fire appliances, munitions fires
and private fire brigades of the period had never been seen before.

SUNDAY STUDY VISITS

On Sunday, delegates travelled by another preserved bus (1968 Bristol Lodekka, ex-Eastern National
Omnibus Company) by courtesy of the Blackwater Preservation Group, to the new Essex Fire and Rescue
Service Headquarters at Kelvedon Park, where we were welcomed by DO Neil Fenwick. Here we visited
the Control Room and saw the fireground command training simulator. The Headquarters building sits in its
own landscaped grounds and consists of a modern block stylishly adjoining a much older house, and
incorporates the latest energy-saving and environmentally responsible features,
From here we continued to the Museum of Power, Maldon, a voluntary-run attraction based at a former
waterworks pumping station and featuring a collection of large-engine objects of various kinds, many in
working condition, as well as countless smaller exhibits such as historic domestic appliances. After a
pleasant lunch in the museum cafe, and a team photo, the weekend drew to a close.

We then moved onto the AGM proper, all member groups will have had detail of this part of proceedings sent
to them, therefore only election of officers will be shown here.

10. ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Following the decision of Pat Murfin to stand down from the Committee and his role as Website Manager,
and the death of Committee Member and Membership Secretary, Michael Kernan, with consequent
vacancies, also the declaration of willingness to continue/stand of other individuals, it was :

Proposed : by the Executive Committee
Seconded : Terry Spalding



1. that Bob Bonner, Bob Wright and Gary Wragg be re-elected to the Executive Committee
(24-month term, due for renewal this year)
2. that Carl Bell be appointed to the Executive Committee (12-month term)
3. that Phil Consadine be appointed to the Executive Committee (24-month term)
4. that Bob Wright be appointed as Membership Secretary (24-month term)
5. that Carl Bell be appointed as Website Manager (12-month term)
6. that Bob Bonner be re-elected as Secretary (24-month term)
7. that Phil Consadine continue as Magazine Editor

Carried.

In accordance with the Constitution, the following were not due for re-election this time, and will therefore
remain in post until the 2016 AGM :
Chairman: Alan House (Hampshire FRS Heritage Collection)
Treasurer: Johnathan Whiteside (Museum of RAF Firefighting)
Committee Member: Steve Shirley (Museum of RAF Firefighting)
Committee Member: Nigel Crompton (The Fire Brigade Society)

THE

MUSEUM OF

POWER

MALDON

ESSEX.

VENUE OF OUR
SUNDAY STUDY

VISIT.



These items were
noted on display in
the Museum of
Power.

The cause of most
fire related deaths to
children in the
1960’s and 70’s.

Hated by all
firefighters and fire
prevention
departments.

Below. City of Coventry, Dennis F12 Control Unit/Emergency Tender. Sewer rescue
exercise, Coventry’s sewers were used to film the “Italian Job”, mini chase. When the Sowe
Valley Duplication Scheme was being installed. Appliance now owned by Dr. Barry Hutchinson.
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Brewery Fire Brigades.

By Nigel Crompton. Fire Brigade Society.

Was this a good job or what!!!
Recently we discussed the writing of Alfred Barnard, a Victorian journalist who undertook a two year trip
visiting over 160 distilleries. Now if that wasn't bad enough as a job, he was approached by Harpers Weekly
Gazette who had commissioned the original articles to write an account of the breweries in Great Britain.
He was to visit 110 by the end of his journey but this meant setting off again around the Kingdom to report
on all the different styles and types of beer produced, the methods employed, and as with the distilleries
descriptions of the buildings, workforce and increasingly in this series commenting on the care and attention
given to horses, their stables and other stabling arrangements. As with the items on individual distilleries,
Barnard analysed each production facility from every angle. The hops, grain, water supply, work force,
transportation and on occasions the proposed or existing sales markets appeared in the articles. So did
fire precaution measures. Now that is the type of job I'd have applied for; heaven or what! Fortunately for the
fire historians amongst us, Barnard's books and magazine articles on the breweries of Great Britain included
much more written descriptions and  illustrations than previously seen in his offerings on distilleries. His book
'Notable Breweries of Great Britain' was originally due to be published in three volumes but in fact ran to a
fourth and even then not all the known operating breweries were visited or described.

As with distillation plants not every brewing establishment visited had a fire engine or equipment worth
reporting on. Indeed a number that later professed brigades and precautions such as Sedgewick's in Watford,
purchased by Benskins in 1923 would be a case in point where Barnard makes no mention of fire precaution
measures. No mention was made of the brigades at Ushers in Trowbridge or more surprisingly Cape Hill
Brewery in Smethwick owned by Mitchells before they joined with Butlers in 1898.
However these omissions could actually be construed as a bonus for historians because this means our focus
can be on lesser known establishments such as those in Farnborough (Kent), Litchfield or Newark.

As with his previous articles, Barnard visited most areas of the land although very few of the breweries were
quite as remote as some the distilleries he journeyed to and seemingly enjoyed!
Notable differences between Barnard's reporting of breweries and distilleries included the number of
employees at breweries. This allowed it would appear for the formation of fire brigades being much more
easily achievable where as distilleries being so remote and most of them rarely had more than 40 working
on site.
What is more relevant is the involvement of some brewery brigades in fire fighting in surrounding areas and
how some communities came to rely on these brigades.
Anglo Bavarian Brewery in Shepton Mallet saw massive growth until the outbreak of the Great War when the
name caused problems due to anti - German sentiments. However in Barnard's time this was a fine brewery,
employing many local men (well over 200) and providing fire cover for not only the site but the town of
Shepton Mallet and a large area of rural Somerset.

Barnard reports on a single storey brick built fire station 'about 30 feet square and lighted from the roof'. He
continues with details of a 'full sized Shand & Mason's steam engine, fully equipped and fitted; space is also
left for another one, which is now in course of construction by an eminent maker'. The firemen were each
provided 'boots, tunic and helmet, which articles are all hung under the names of their owners'. The fire
station also housed extra hose, ladders and life lines. In keeping with other breweries visited, Barnard
witnessed a practice turnout. Anglo Bavarian appear to have been extremely busy and prepared to travel to
fight fires. Unfortunately Barnard's description finishes before giving any further details which might be the
cue for a little detective work providing extra information on this historically important brigade. Perhaps Angle
Bavarian warrant  an article in our magazine?

The Oak Brewery, Farnborough in Kent owned and operated by Messrs. Fox & Sons provided employment
for 110 workmen. In Barnard's description of this establishment is an illustration of an old stone showing the
date of the malthouse and in the same picture a Sun fire mark. It's number is difficult to ascertain unfortunately.
Barnard fails to mention the mark or refer to anything else remotely relating to our 'interest' when describing
The Oak Brewery, but this was a proper photograph showing a fire mark!



Describing some of the brewery fire brigades in our next article, we'll be looking at just a few possessing
equipment but no brigade, at least as reported by Alfred Barnard in Harpers Weekly Gazette or later in his
books Notable Breweries of Great Britain.
Starting north of the border we find the Great Canal Maltings in Glasgow being protected by 'fire
arrangements' that 'are most effective and complete throughout' having been 'constructed under the direction
and to the satisfaction of the Superintendent of the Glasgow Fire Brigade'. Barnard then lists nozzles, hydrants
and other appliances for extinguishing fires. Across in Scotland's capital city, the Edinburgh Brewery only
warranted a passing mention of fire mains whilst discussing the process of sluicing down the malting floor.
Barnard took more notice when visiting James Aitken & Co in Falkirk. He reported that 'the arrangements for
extinguishing fire are very complete' with 'extincteurs placed not only in the brewhouse, but in all the other
buildings on the property'.
In Wales, the Llanelly Brewery used 'Simplex and other fire extinguishers' whilst over in Ireland, the Cork
Porter Brewery had 'a store for fire utensils, such as hand grenades, fire hose, and buckets' which according to
Barnard was 'a most useful and necessary adjunct to a large brewery'.
Breweries visiting in Yorkshire included Eshald Well in Woodlesford operated by Henry Bentley & Co Ltd.
Producing 100,000 barrels a year, the fire equipment was found hung in an outer room. In Huddersfield, the
Lockwood Brewery had its own fire station 'which is fitted up with the usual appliances', unfortunately that's
all the description there is. Joshua Tetley & Son at their premises in Leeds had equipment in all their facilities
including the maltings in 'the village of Armley'. The main brewery was protected by a combined engine and
pump, a Tangye, which was employed to provide jets of water that if required could reach the highest points
and cover the most distant parts of the brewery. Adjoining the pump house 'in a glass case, are seen enormous
lengths of fire hose', although the author had forgotten to record or at least inform his 'dear readers' how long
they were!
The brewery town of Reading, later better known for 'The Three B's - Beer, Biscuits and Bulbs' was home to a
phenomenal number of small brewing establishments. The largest was Simonds who were famous for their
'Hop Leaf Ales'. Located just down from the Corporation Fire Station in St Mary's Butts, the brewery was on
the banks of the River Kennet & the Kennet and Avon Canal and had 'water mains, stand pipes, fire hose and
hand grenades, for use in case of fire'. Simonds & Co had offices and a depot in Portsmouth, but the local
Pompey firm of Pike, Spicer & Co on Penny Street, Portsmouth and near the naval dockyard had a large
factory making a range of different ales. The brewery operated 'two portable engines' plus hydrants and other
appliances. Messrs. Ind, Coope and Co, Ltd in Burton upon Trent did not have a brigade as such  but 'during
our inspection we noticed several of "The Fire Queen" patent extincteurs in those parts of the premises most
likely to take fire, and also a number of Harden Star Grenades in wire baskets, hung on the walls of the brewery
and cooperage'. Their guide additionally informed them that there were 50 hydrants covering the brewery.

On the Shad Thames, London, Courage and Co's property was noted as having 'affixed to one of the iron
columns, two immense drums, each containing a length of 600 feet of fire hose for use in case of fire'. Whilst
further in towards the city, Combe and Co (Woodyard Brewery) had a gymnasium 'opposite Messrs.
Merryweather's famous establishment, the celebrated fire engine manufacturers, whose business was founded
on the same site in the seventeenth century. This firm show to visitors an interesting and curious collection of relics,
some of them nearly 200 years old; among them are several helmets dating from 1720'.
The Red Lion Brewery owned by Hoare's, who were also City Bankers, could be found on the site now
occupied by The Royal Festival Hall on the south bank of the Thames. The guide showing Barnard and his
colleagues around 'pointed out the numerous appliances for extinguishing fire, such as main-pipes, hose,
stand pipes, etc'.
In our second section, we'll look at a number of the fire brigades operated at breweries visited by Barnard.

Brewery Fire Brigades noted by Alfred Barnard during his travels.

Barnard's enthusiasm for his subject was very apparent whether it was discussing making whisky on one of the
Scottish islands, brewing techniques employed in Burton upon Trent or the stabling and equestrian facilities at
one of the large breweries in London. His eye for detail would now be described as 'acute'; he thrived on small
facts and snippets of information. Add these to a journalistic style of presentation and his use of the English
language and the result still to this day enthrals readers. Barnard even has his own group of 'anoraks' amongst
those who appreciate his writing plus a Facebook page dedicated to his distilleries.



For fire brigade historians it was and is the fact that for some of the brewery brigades his notes are possibly
some of the earliest and therefore the most important descriptions available.
His description of Samuel Allsopp and Sons spreads over many pages with many references to fire fighting.

The brewery was located in Horninglow Street, Burton with its brigade consisting 'of a superintendent and a
staff of twelve well-trained men, under the charge of Mr Cooper, and is always at the service of the public on
application, within a radius of ten miles of Burton'. The report includes that 'at the fire station, in the middle
yard cooperage, we observed one of Shand and Mason's patent equilibrium three-cylinder fire engines with
twelve buckets fitted up in every way with all the latest improvements'. it was said that this engine could
pump 30,000 gallons of water 100 feet high per hour. For other fire fighting duties the brigade called into
action 'one of Merryweather's manual fire engines with all the necessary suction and delivery hose and
other expedients for extinguishing fire'. On receipt of a call Allsopp's brigade informed other brigades in
Burton 'through the telephone arranged for this service'. Given that the fire crew lived in company cottages
and were connected to the fire station by alarm bells 'on a fire occurring in the night, can proceed with the
manual engine, drawn by three horses, in the short space of 3½ minutes'. The full Brigade was drilled on the
first Tuesday in the month but 'in addition to this, all the members every Monday morning perambulate the
premises and examine every fire plug, etc., to see that all connected with the water mains are in perfect
working order'. This brigade had its own attached stables for nine horses plus the company had built 15
cottages for the use of firemen and officers.

Near Guild Street also in Burton could be found the premises of Messrs Bass and Co Ltd complete with
'fire-engine houses' . On site were 117 hydrants and an amazing assortment of equipment with large cisterns
being placed around the site to give added water supply in an emergency. With-in the main fire station could
be found two fire engines of which 'one a manual and the other a Merryweather's steamer, and, in the
adjacent stables, we found the horses harnessed and all ready for action'. In total the brigade had immediately
available 'eight horses, four for the steamer and four for the manual'  and 'four caparisoned ready for use if
required'. The Brigade itself consisted of a large number of men. 13 extra trained fire fighters including
officers under a superintendent would accompany the engines especially if travelling off site. These fire
fighters were identified by brass helmets, in a system similar to that seen at Huntley & Palmers Biscuit
Factory in Reading, Berkshire where the brigade had over 100 members but only Engineers and Sub
Engineers wore helmets, the rest having to wear caps. Fire bells were fitted in the firemen's cottages built by
the company. These cottages were within 200 yards of the main station. Turnout times were between 1½
and 2 minutes during day time and 3 to 4 minutes at night. One of the innovation's operated by the brigade
was a semaphore system for identifying the location of the incident linked to an alarm whilst all calls were
reported to a signal box at the railway crossing. A number of the different departments, shops or cooperages
also had small detachments of the brigade mostly used within their immediate surroundings. Telephonic
communication was maintained with Samuel Allsopp's & the Corporation Brigades.

Bass and Co also ran a brigade at its main hop store under Mr. Cook, one of the managers. The Hop Store
brigade had 20 members and used hoses supplied from fire plugs and hydrants. 'As we were retracing our
steps to his office, and without any warning to us, he suddenly pulled the fire signal to show us the
efficiency of his men'. Barnard continued 'In less than two and a half minutes every man in the place had
left his work and was in our apartment, each with his roll of hose on his back or grenade in his hand. The
signal had been given that the fire had broken out in this central store, and thither the men raced as fast as
they could, ready to do their duty'. The account finished with 'Before our voices could reach them, they had
detached the hose and turned on the cocks, and we then expressed regret that we had been cause of playing
them such a trick'. However Mr Cook replied 'It is good practice for them'.

James Eadie & Co Ltd owned yet another Burton establishment called the Cross Street Brewery. Barnard's
report included that in the engineers shop 'one of the fitters was occupied in fixing union joints to a set of fire
hose, in 90 feet lengths, the whole number measuring 900 feet'. This brewery had a fire brigade with
Mr. Melbourne, the head brewer, as superintendent but that is all the information passed on.



Worthington's also brewing in Burton had a 'fire-engine house and shed, which contains a manual fire
engine, and a room for the brigade accoutrements, fire-hose and extinguishers'. Barnard however did not
expand on the size of the brigade.
The same could be said of his reporting of the brigade at John Smith's in Tadcaster. He continued with 'we
made our way to the fire engine station near the general offices. It is kept in beautiful order, and contains a
manual fire engine, with all appliances and accoutrements for an efficient fire brigade, of which the captain is Mr
Muirhead, chief engineer'. This brigade appears in a photograph in one of the volumes in the series produced by
Barnard.
Moving southwards from Tadcaster to The Breweries, Newark on Trent Barnard and his group were
'continuing our walk, we came to the fire station, a detached building, constructed of brick, which contains
a Merryweather's steam fire engine, called "Gertrude" completely fitted up and always kept in readiness'.
The fire station included both a room for the accoutrements and a dressing room. The brigade was made up
of 16 men with two captains including Mr. Thwaites, the head brewer. This brewery had an extensive
communication system even extending to the stables to alert the stable hands of the need for the fire engine
horses. Turnouts were achieved in a short time, with firemen called from home by the watchmen who dealt
with fire alarms and operated the call bells plus an audible alarm heard throughout the factory premises.
Messrs. Ind, Coope and Co, mentioned in the first article as having premises in Burton, had its parent
brewery in Romford, Essex. This site had a steam fire engine and a main brigade of nine men. The brigade
could also utilise a manual fire engine if required which was also kept in the station whilst to further protect
the premises 'a small steam fire engine on the roof of the brewery, so placed as to command the tops of the
highest towers'. Locally the town fire brigade regularly requested the assistance of Romford Brewery's
engine and crew. On occasions they were in fact the only appliance to attend incidents.
In London, at Watney & Co's Stag Brewey, Barnard's party were shown an impromptu drill by members of
the brigade. Mr Page from the company obliged by 'Sounding an alarm, several men approached, from
whom he selected three to show us what could be done in case of fire. In three minutes, timed by the watch,
the hose was removed from the wall, laid along the floor, the pumps were at work and the water discharged
on to a distant building; the power being sufficient to cover every part of the premises'. This drill used one
of the two static fire pumps. As with a number of the establishments visited Barnard noted especially in the
milling rooms 'The place is kept particularly neat and clean, and possesses the same appliances for
extinguishing fire as the floor above'. Appliances included grenades, lengths of hose, buckets and
extincteurs. Watney's also in their Stable Yard had a fire station complete with a manual fire engine, extra
hose and other equipment.

Whitechapel Road in London's east end was home to Mann, Crossman and Paulin. They had a Merryweather
fixed engine to supply fire fighting water supplies along with many stand pipes, lengths of hose, etc. The
factory at the time of Barnard's visit did not have any other form of fire engine but did possess a fire brigade
but no other details were made known.
The above is only a short insight into brigades reported by Barnard. Several other breweries, as mentioned
in the first article, had brigades but were not visited for the books or were to develope their fire fighting
services later. A number of towns relied on these brigades and during a later submission we will look at
these brigades and the fires attended. Romford, Allied Bavarian, Cape Hill to name but a few allowed their
brigades to assist in the local communities and using newspaper archives we'll endeavour to tell their stories.

MORE FROM NIGEL SOON!!!!!!
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